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An indispensable practical toolkit for dismantling racism in the workplace without fearReporting

and personal testimonials have exposed racism in every institution in this country. But knowing

that racism exists isn’t nearly enough. Social media posts about #BlackLivesMatter are nice,

but how do you push leadership towards real anti-racist action?Diversity and inclusion

strategist Y-Vonne Hutchinson helps tech giants, political leaders, and Fortune 500 companies

speak more productively about racism and bias and turn talk into action. In this clear and

accessible guide, Hutchinson equips employees with a framework to think about race at work,

prepares them to have frank and effective conversations with more powerful leaders, helps

them center marginalized perspectives, and explains how to leverage power dynamics to get

results while navigating backlash and gaslighting. How to Talk To Your Boss About Race is a

crucial handbook to moving beyond fear to push for change. No matter how much formal power

you have, you can create antiracist change at work.
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is real. It’s profound. It touches all of us, no matter what color our skin is. If you’ve spent any

time alive in this country, or in this world, you know this.So what are you supposed to do about

it? Since the mass outrage in response to the killing of George Floyd, protestors have taken to

the streets (and to Instagram) to raise awareness about racism and demand action from the

institutions that police us, govern us, and lead us. Cities defunded their police departments.

And it is no longer controversial to say “Black Lives Matter.”But we’ve also seen backlash.

Some of that police funding came back. Racially motivated hate crimes against Black and

Asian people have dramatically increased. Some states have even started cracking down on

the way we teach about racism and our history in schools, panicking over critical race

theory.You might be one of those protesters. You might be worried about the backlash. You

might have read How to Be an Antiracist and White Fragility. Heck, maybe you even have a

whole book club. You now know that racism still exists and you’re committed to creating

antiracist change. And now you’re stuck.That’s where I come in.I run ReadySet, a diversity

consulting and strategy firm that works with Fortune 500 companies, the entertainment

industry, tech companies, nonprofits, and government bodies to help them become more



diverse, equitable, and inclusive. When it comes to also making them antiracist? Let’s just say

we’re working hard and we have a long way to go.If you are truly committed to antiracism,

arguably nowhere is more important than your workplace, the place where you spend the

majority of your waking hours and the institution where you have the most power to create

change. Yes—you have power. Even if you’re in a support role, instead of in the C-suite. Even if

you’re an executive assistant, not the chief executive officer.This book does what it says—it

teaches you how to talk to your boss about race and racism. You’ll learn how to find your allies,

how to recognize and make the most of your power within your organization, and how to

prepare for your conversation to make it as effective as possible. I’ll give you the prompts and

one-liners that have worked best for me, and real talk about when, maybe, you should just walk

away from your toxic workplace (and how to do it without burning bridges—or, how to explode

them magnificently and publicly, if that’s what you want).In many ways, this book is a product of

its time: the rise of the whistle-blower, the surge of interest in systemic racism, accelerated

economic inequality, the unequal trauma of the pandemic that hurt people of color

disproportionately, and the global rise in racist violence.That is where we are now.But this book

is also timeless. Racism has existed for centuries. It was a foundational organizing principle of

the United States, the country I’m from. It restricts opportunities for people around the world.

Our identities have always determined where we’ve been able to work comfortably. Potential

has always been equitably distributed, while opportunity has not. That is the way things have

always been.But that could change. We can change it. Maybe everything that’s happened—the

killings, the outrage, the events that we’ve lived through while I wrote this book, and the pain

we’ve all had to navigate since then—could be just the catalyst we need.I hope this book

becomes your essential guide to translating pain into action, awareness into change. I hope

you see this as a handbook to return to over and over—your guide to dismantling racism in the

place where you spend most of your time. This book was written to help you navigate a

conversation with your boss, but I hope that you use it for more than just that. The frameworks I

introduce and the techniques we discuss can inform your antiracist work elsewhere, from the

dinner table to your next PTA meeting. Wherever you are, there’s someone you need to talk to

about race.I would argue the thing that racism does most effectively, aside from killing people

and draining generations’ worth of collective potential, is waste time. I wasted my time trying to

be the perfect Black person. I wasted my time trying to fix something that was never broken. I

wasted my time trying to avoid racism instead of fighting it head-on. I wasted my time thinking

there could be any fairness for people like me in the workplace without justice or repair.I let

racism waste my time, but you don’t have to. I’m willing to bet you bought this book because

you are sick of wasting precious time not confronting the elephant in the room. Chances are

you bought it in preparation for one of the toughest conversations you will have in your career.

Silence and avoidance are no longer options that you are willing to consider. I hope this book

gets you closer to where you want to be as efficiently as possible. I hope this book helps you

embrace your power and find your words.MY WAKE-UP CALLMy first job was at a famous

theme park in Arlington, Texas. I was fifteen. Back then, to figure out where to place you, they

would have you take an aptitude test and give you a series of interviews. I was an honors

student, annoyingly gregarious in the way that only a theater kid could be. I aced the exam and

thought I did a pretty good job of charming my interviewers. When the time for job assignments

came, I breathlessly awaited the opportunity to hop on concessions (like most kids my age), or

serve as a greeter, or, if dreams really did come true, work in costume. Imagine my surprise

when I was assigned to janitorial services.I spent my summer cleaning bathrooms and picking

up used condoms out of the bushes. I worked hard. I made money. And, trite as it may sound, I



learned the value of a dollar.But I always wondered: Why janitorial services? Why did so many

of the kids who cleaned bathrooms look like me? Why did the greeters and the ticket takers

look, well, so much paler?Maybe I didn’t do as well on the test as I thought. Maybe I was more

annoying than gregarious. Maybe they just couldn’t see me anywhere else. Maybe it was

nothing.Maybe it was something.That job was the first of many that would leave me with

lingering questions. Eventually, I would become an international human rights lawyer and labor

rights advocate working in countries around the world, from Afghanistan to the Thai/Burma

border to Nicaragua. Looking back, I think I left the United States to “help others” (don’t get me

started on the nonprofit-industrial complex) in part because I was trying to escape the racism

that constrained me at home. Of course, I couldn’t. After the killings of Trayvon Martin and Eric

Garner and countless others, I couldn’t escape the feeling that I was running away to fight

someone else’s fight while my people were suffering and dying at home. So I came

back.Before then, I had thought of race the same way I thought about video games: it was a

challenge to be beaten and nothing else. Of course, I was wrong. There is no way out of

Blackness. No number of White friends can shield you. No Ivy League school or fancy degree

can save you. No job will exempt you.I got my wake-up call, as many a Black achiever does,

after entering the professional workforce. Naive idiot that I was, I saw my career as the

culmination of all of my hard work, the manifestation of all of my “Black excellence.” It was, in

truth, the beginning of my failure.Smart as I was, I could never quite fit into any office

environment. Hard as I worked, I never seemed to satisfy my bosses. I never got mentorship,

never got guidance, was lucky to get feedback. I recently did an exercise at a workplace

training where I was asked to share a story about a good manager. I struggled to come up with

one. I’ve had quite a few managers in my day. I saw some of them who were really good with

my teammates, who formed close bonds and established lifelong relationships with those they

worked with. They never quite connected with me.Early on, I thought my failure to connect and

advance was because there was something wrong with me. I was too distant or too friendly. I

was too focused on the work or not focused enough. I was too outspoken or maybe I was too

withdrawn.Thank God for the internet. In spite of quite a few not-great things, one thing that it

has done quite well is demystify and unmask racism. It turned out that a lot of Black women

had similar stories to mine. As I sought out their narratives, I started to see similar patterns. I

was not the only one who’d had colleagues who told them without provocation that they were

scary. It turns out many professional Black women have been asked to be less direct in their

emails. And you would be shocked at just how many of us were “accidentally” left out of office

social gatherings, had difficulty getting feedback on our work, or struggled to find mentors.

Everyone wanted to touch our hair! We experienced the same exclusion, feelings of alienation,

and difficulty advancing. While the circumstances differed, the root cause was the same:

racism.Coming to that truth was painful, but it was also liberating. There is freedom in knowing.

Recognizing that I wasn’t the problem—racism was—freed me from spending the rest of my

career engaging in the Sisyphean task of contorting myself to an impossible standard.

Realizing that I could never be perfect enough to escape that problem freed me up to do better

things with my time, like learn to love who I am; fight the actual enemy, racism; and write this

book.It’s no coincidence that my mystical journey of racial self-delusion ended when I entered

into the professional workforce. Nowhere is the issue of race more embedded than in the

workplace. In fact, I would argue that it’s almost impossible to decouple the two.The workplace

has always been racially segregated, especially in the United States. Whiteness means access

to more mobility and better opportunities. While not all White people get to work cushy white-

collar jobs, almost all of the cushy white-collar jobs go to White people; other racial groups are



funneled into low-wage or working-class occupations with minimal labor protections. From

enslaved Black people and sharecroppers to Chinese laundry workers to Mexican

farmworkers, specific racial and ethnic groups have always been limited in the kinds of work

that they are legally allowed to do. The American workforce was built to be segregated.In fact,

working conditions are so tied to racial identity that many of the racial stereotypes we battle

today were created to justify the labor that different racial groups were expected to perform.

Enslaved Africans were characterized as brutish, impervious to pain, ignorant, masculine, and

hypersexualized to justify their exploitation in hard manual labor. In the late nineteenth century,

during the gold rush, Chinese men were labeled as feminized and submissive in part to justify

pushing them to be laundry workers and excluding them from more lucrative trades. These

stereotypes still affect us inside and outside of the workplace today.Fighting racism at work

means pushing the workplace to become something that it has absolutely never been before:

truly equitable. I always tell my clients, in the working world the default is exclusion, racism,

sexism, and ableism. To strive for an equitable workplace is to constantly fight against the

headwinds of bias and structural inequality. Many organizations fail to achieve their goals

related to equity precisely because they forget this one crucial fact. To combat the pressure to

return to the default, we must always proactively strive for inclusion. Otherwise, it is only a

matter of time before our working environments return to inequality.Today, the headwinds are

stronger than they have ever been before. The epidemic of COVID-19 has ravaged the

American workforce, disproportionally pushing out women, especially women of color.The

disease has left us traumatized. In the United States, we’re grappling with the loss of more than

half a million people to the disease. Those we lost were disproportionately people of color,

many of whom were essential workers who did not have the luxury to stay at home. We rushed

to bury them. Some of us did not get a chance to say goodbye. Some of us did not get to fully

mourn.The trauma of the epidemic has been compounded by the global rise in racist violence.

Police killings of Black people and a rise in anti-Asian violence have impacted communities not

just in the United States but in Europe as well.The flip side of all this is that workers are also

more empowered than they ever have been before. As I write this, the United States is

experiencing a major labor shortage. Employers have 8.1 million positions open, and 10 million

workers are looking for work. Yet payrolls have increased only by a few hundred thousand

workers every month. This discrepancy is driven by the fact that many low-wage workers, a

significant number of whom are people of color, are refusing to work in toxic environments for

less-than-livable wages under dangerous working conditions. They want better—better jobs

with better working conditions and better compensation.Now is the time to push for

change.Addressing these issues will be vital to building inclusive workplace cultures in the

years ahead. Accounting for the uniquely heavy burden borne by people of color in the

workplace must be part of that effort.It’s a tough job, but if you don’t do it, who else will? I’m

honored that at this point in your journey you’ve looked here for help.Good thing too, because I

wrote this book just for you.IT ALL STARTS WITH A CONVERSATIONAntiracism at work is a

journey. For many people, that journey starts with the right conversation.Yes, that sounds

hokey. And, yes, there are a lot of trash takes out there that rely way too much on conversation

as a lever for change. But the truth is you can’t undertake this work without strong

communication, healthy collaboration, relationships, and support. And how do you get those

things? Conversation.I want to empower you to have these tough conversations well: to help

you face the racism you see at work head-on, to cut through the noise and the bullshit, to

position yourself and others for transformative action, and to stop wasting your time on the

people who won’t change.Before we get started, I’d like to invite you to close your eyes (well,



read this paragraph first, then close your eyes). Imagine a truly antiracist organization. Think

about what it looks like. Who gets to lead? Who thrives? How do people communicate with

each other? How do they support one another? What does the workplace culture celebrate?

What won’t it tolerate?You can open your eyes.Now ask yourself: What kind of transformation

would it take to get there? How significant would that transformation be for you as a person of

color or an ally? What are you willing to do to help make it happen?That transformations starts

with a conversation—the one you’re about to have. So it’s time to get you ready to have it.Let’s

go.1READING THE ROOMSPOTTING THE SIGNS OF RACISMLanguage is a challenge

when it comes to the words we use to describe race and racism. It’s constantly evolving to

become more specific, expansive, and inclusive. It’s also constantly being co-opted or

weaponized to undermine its effectiveness.Just look at what happened to the word “woke.” The

word comes from the phrase “Stay woke,” a longtime rallying cry of the Black American civil

rights movement. That cry was a reminder to Black Americans to remain aware of the

injustices they faced and the dangers posed by White people. It was a warning against

complacency during a time when complacency could mean death.Consider the words of Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr.:There are all too many people who, in some great period of social

change, fail to achieve the new mental outlooks that the new situation demands. There is

nothing more tragic than to sleep through a revolution. There can be no gainsaying of the fact

that a great revolution is taking place in our world today. It is a social revolution, sweeping away

the old order of colonialism. And in our own nation it is sweeping away the old order of slavery

and racial segregation. . . . And so we see in our own world a revolution of rising expectations.

The great challenge facing every individual graduating today is to remain awake through this

social revolution.Appropriately, the phrase “Stay woke” reappeared in 2014 as Black death

started to fill our Twitter timelines and Black citizens took to the streets in Ferguson, Missouri. It

became a rallying cry for the Black Lives Matter movement, and the hashtag #staywoke

encouraged people to pay attention to the atrocities happening in Ferguson and the larger

specter of impunity for officers who killed Black people.After being featured in popular music

and film, the term eventually entered the mainstream and, of course, became the source of

political backlash. “Woke” became a shorthand critique of performative allyship, or just of

people who were annoyingly insistent about those pesky civil rights. Today, if we’re not careful,

we can be tricked into engaging with “wokeness” solely on those negative terms, instead of

striving for it as Dr. King asked us to.Language is fluid. It evolves, gets appropriated, gets

weaponized, is reclaimed, and on and on. Nowhere is this more true than with words and ideas

that have been politicized.With that caveat, I thought it best to start with a primer, introducing

language and clarifying some of the concepts I utilize when I talk about race today.WHAT IS

RACE?Before we define racism, we should first define race.It would be fair to say that when it

comes to defining the word “race,” I am not sure how exactly to do that. It would be fairer to say

that I have been wrestling with this question most of my life and I still feel like I come up short.I

know race is the thing that made all of the difference. I know it is often the first aspect of my

identity that people refer to when they describe me. I know it helps me create community with

some and puts me in danger with others. It is my hair, my skin, my butt, my nose, the origins of

my ancestors, our history. That much I know.I also know I learned I was Black in first

grade.That year, my mother pulled me out of my small Christian private school and put me into

public school. Prior to that transition, I had been sheltered (though not in the way that you

might think). My private school was incredibly diverse. My mother was a substitute teacher

there. I never had cause to interrogate my identity or focus on my racial difference, because no

one else did either. Not so in my all-White public school, where I both stuck out like a sore



thumb and seemed invisible at the same time.I struggled to understand why things at the

school I was so excited to attend felt so different . . . so much worse.A boy named Scott helped

me solve that mystery. We were on the playground doing some activity that required us to hold

hands. Scott refused to hold mine because I was Black. I tried not to cry. The teacher

pretended not to see. And that was the day I learned what Blackness meant.Today, I very much

know I’m Black. I’m a girl who will never pass. I’m Blackity Black Black. Society told me I was

Black. My parents made sure I never forgot it. But that knowledge wasn’t inherent. I wasn’t born

knowing it. Sure, when I was younger, I knew I was different from my White classmates. I knew

my skin was darker and my hair was kinkier, just as I knew some of us had brown eyes and

some of us had blue eyes. I just didn’t know it was a thing that couldn’t be ignored. That race

was the difference that mattered. It was something that I had to be taught to see. I had to be

told I was Black. I had to be taught what that meant, told the ways in which it would impact my

life. Schooled on how to survive it. Admonished when I wasn’t performing it correctly.I was born

knowing my father, my mother, our family, our culture. But that’s different from race. Race is in

the eye of the beholder. My racial identity was constructed by those around me—their reaction

to me and treatment of me, and my reaction to that. My Blackness isn’t static. In some

countries, like Ghana, Uganda, or Nigeria, where everyone is “Black,” it doesn’t exist at all, or

at least not in the same way it does in the United States. Blackness is relative. Race is relative,

which makes it hard for me to say definitively what it is.Luckily, smarter, far more eloquent

people than I have taken a stab at defining this elusive concept.In How to Be an Antiracist,

Ibram X. Kendi writes that race is “a power construct of blended difference that lives socially.”

According to Kendi, our science, policies, ideas, and cultures animate and solidify race.

Reflecting back on its original function—to justify the trading of enslaved people—he argues

that race leverages difference to categorize, elevate, and exclude, all in the pursuit of

power.The elusiveness and subjectivity of race is a powerful mirage, writes Kendi, made up of

the images that we have of ourselves and the images that others have of us, but not actually

rooted in what really is there.Kendi and other thinkers are not alone in emphasizing the social

construction of race. Geneticists agree; many insist that race is a poor marker for the

relationship between ancestry and genetics. For instance, there are more genetic similarities

between some West Africans and Europeans than between West Africans and East Africans.

And there is no single genetic variant that separates all Africans from all Europeans.Because

racial difference isn’t itself a fact rooted in biology, there is a school of avoidant thought that

says it doesn’t exist, and therefore we should all ignore it so it goes away. But this is too

simplistic. Race is real because we feel its effects. It affects our economic security, our physical

health, our psychological well-being, and even our life span. That difference, the difference of

impact, can’t be ignored.A quick note on how to refer to your fellow human beings. For some

people this may be the hardest part of the conversation. What do people like to be called these

days? As I said earlier, language is a moving target, but here’s where I land. Generally, I call

people of African descent—whether descended from enslaved people or not—“Black” with a

capital “B.” “Black” is always used as an adjective (“Black people”), never a noun (“Blacks”). I

usually refer to people of Latin American descent as “Latino,” “Latina,” or “Latinx” (a gender-

neutral term) to avoid centering Spanish identity as “Hispanic” does. “Latinx” is not used as

widely in Latin American communities as Latino/a terminology, but I agree with those who

argue that the term’s gender-neutral framing makes it more inclusive of those with nonbinary

gender identities. Occasionally, I’ll use the term “BIPOC” to refer to Black and Indigenous

people of color (POC) to highlight the distinct experiences of Black and Native people of

color.WHAT IS RACISM?“Racial bias,” “racial divisiveness,” “unconscious bias,” “controversial



opinions,” “diversity of thought”—there are a lot of euphemisms that we use for racism at

work.It’s sometimes a struggle to get my clients to even say the word “race.” Until recently, for

most of my clients, whether executives or heads of human resources, saying the actual word

“racism” seemed almost impossible.In our consultation calls, they would so eloquently tell me

about the struggle that (White) women in their organization faced, the depths of their own

unconscious bias that they had explored, their need for representation across the spectrum “in

terms of gender, age, socioeconomic status, and . . .” There was always a pause here. It’s a

pretty awkward pause—hard for me, necessary for them. Sometimes, I’d want to scream out

the word, just so we could move on. But of course, I couldn’t do that. Acknowledging a thing

exists is the first step. In any case, there would be a pause. Then they would rush through or

mumble the word “race.” For the vast majority of these people, who were White and South or

East Asian, highly educated, and predominantly liberal, and who tended to work in

organizations where most people looked like them, race felt taboo to acknowledge, and racism

seemed like much too serious an allegation to even name.Of course, after we started working

together, when I spoke to the other Black and Brown employees who worked at these

companies about their experiences, they had no problem saying the word. For them, racism

wasn’t a taboo construct but a real aspect of their daily lives that impacted the way they

navigated their workplaces.This divergence is understandable. It can be hard to identify racism

at work because we struggle to define it generally. There are those of us who know it because

we experience it. There are some who still believe that racism is real only if it involves a

burning cross, a white hood, or a “Whites only” sign. There are those who think of racism as a

rare interpersonal issue caused by a few bad apples.Like many popular theorists, for the

purposes of this book, I define racism as prejudice against someone because of their race,

reinforced by systems of power.I’d also like to go one step further here and bring in elements of

critical race theory. Critical race theory is the most recent antiracist concept to face

demonization and backlash; as of June 2021, Idaho, Oklahoma, North Carolina, and

Tennessee have all banned teachers from teaching critical race theory in their classrooms. It’s

a lightning rod.But I don’t just like critical race theory because it’s edgy. I like it because it’s

accurate.Developed in the 1970s and 1980s by legal academics as a way to examine from a

legal and policy perspective the ways in which race and institutionalized racism perpetuate

racial inequality, critical race theory recognizes that race is socially constructed, and that

racism is an ordinary part of everyday life. It also reminds us that racism is codified into our

laws and organizations, even the ones that may appear at first glance to be neutral.Critical

race theory scares people because it acknowledges not only that racism is structural, as the

“prejudice plus power” framing indicates, it is also so endemic to our society that it is our

default way of operating. It discourages blind faith in institutions and encourages us to deeply

examine the rules and systems that we take for granted. It insists that we can ensure change

only through race-conscious antiracist mechanisms.So, ultimately, we can say that racism is

the system of race-based preference, expressed interpersonally or institutionally, backed by

political, social, cultural, and economic power, which is also embedded into our rules and

institutions.I find this definition of racism useful, especially in the workplace, because it

acknowledges the historical racist influences embedded in our labor market and American

corporate culture and connects it to our broader social condition. For example, the universities

we graduate from (if we get the chance to go to college at all) and the degrees we earn greatly

influence our job prospects. But university admissions are incredibly biased, determined by

class, economic privilege, and access to good tertiary education—and all of these factors, of

course, are greatly influenced by race. Those who are able to overcome the barriers go on to



face bias within their own university programs, where they may be less likely to receive

mentorship or may even be discouraged from pursuing their chosen area of study.This

definition identifies racism as both personal and institutional, something that until recently

many of my clients have struggled to accept. Most importantly, it helps to explain why well-

intentioned companies that aren’t actively racist can still see racist outcomes, since racism is

the default. It forces us to reckon with our history, and it doesn’t leave room for acontextual

analysis.If you are a White person reading this book and you have an urge to radically

reimagine this definition of racism, on your own, and perhaps run that definition by the Black

and Brown folks in your life without doing any research, I implore you: Please do not do that.

Instead ask yourself, Why? What makes you uncomfortable about this definition? What parts of

it do you resist? What would you embrace instead? The work that you need to do may lie in the

answers to these questions.You see, White people have been defining racism for POC since

before it became bad to be racist. They have also been resisting definitions of racism that

might implicate them or their interests in maintaining (or ignoring) racist systems. We can’t do

that here—not if we’re going to tackle the racism all around us. While no one is perfect, we

can’t start by being part of the problem.UNDERSTANDING THE SPECTRUM OF RACISMIt’s

one thing to read a definition of racism in a book, and quite another to know if you currently

work in an environment that is racist. Discriminating based on race at work is illegal, so most

individuals at companies know to avoid overt, public acts of racial discrimination. And

individuals personally invested in ignoring racism, maybe to make themselves feel better,

engage in racial gaslighting, derail discussions about racism, and downplay the impact of

racism, all of which can leave you doubting whether your experiences were actually the result

of racism. So how can we be certain that the people and institutions we interact with are

actually racist?That’s the wrong question to ask.Instead, shift your focus away from intent and

toward impact. Focusing on intent and certainty demands that we make sure we know what’s in

the heart of those persons or institutions that engage in a potentially racist action before

deciding on an appropriate response. That standard asks us to judge their character instead of

what they have done. Of course, in most contexts, such judgment is impossible. And I would

argue that the impossibility of this requirement is not accidental. Racists benefit from us

wasting our time and energy trying to figure out if they actually mean to be racist. Someone

tells a racist joke, and we worry about whether or not they meant to be malicious or knew their

behavior could be hurtful instead of repairing the damage done and making sure it never

happens again. Focusing on intent keeps us occupied while racists get to continue being

racist.Further, by placing the person engaging in racism at the center of the conversation,

focusing on intent also allows those engaging in racist actions to benefit from the privileges

associated with their identity, while pushing the less privileged person at the receiving end of

their racism further to the margins. For example, I’ve seen White women accused of racism

use their femininity, and the presumption of innocence associated with it, to claim ignorance of

their actions or derail difficult conversations with emotional reactions. Meanwhile, the damage

they inflict on their counterparts of color is ignored.Conversely, a focus on impact

acknowledges that it’s difficult and counterproductive to ascertain intent. Instead, we can look

at the action perpetrated by the person or institution and the harm that it caused. Instead of

centering the privileged, this perspective centers the experience of the marginalized. A focus

on impact sets us up much better to move toward a constructive discussion of solutions that

address the harm, as opposed to frustrating circular conversations around intent.Finally, if we

accept the definition of racism offered earlier in this chapter, then we must acknowledge that

rules, systems, and actions can have racism embedded within them even if they seem neutral



on their face.Taking these circumstances into account, racism can manifest in several

ways.MICROAGGRESSIONSOriginally coined by Harvard psychiatrist Dr. Chester M. Pierce

and popularized by Dr. Derald Wing Sue, the term “microaggressions” refers to the small,

everyday slights, intentional or unintentional, that remind those from marginalized groups that

they are different. These slights can take the form of offhand comments, jokes, backhanded

compliments, or insults.In the workplace, microaggressions can look like comparing “tans” with

a Black employee, mistaking a Latinx manager for custodial staff, critiquing a traditional

hairstyle of an Indigenous American employee, or complimenting an Asian employee for their

English-speaking ability. For me, one example of a workplace microaggression that really sticks

out in my mind happened about ten years ago at a former job. I usually wear an Afro or braids.

One week, I straightened my hair. My boss went to great pains to compliment it, exclaiming,

“Oh my gosh! It looks so clean!”Microaggressions are challenging to handle because of their

subtlety. They are easy for targets to question, bystanders to ignore, and perpetrators to

deny.Like the concepts of unconscious bias and antiracism, microaggressions have been

having a bit of a moment as people embrace this new framework for thinking about the

spectrum of racist behaviors they encounter every day. There are some scholars, like Ibram X.

Kendi, who bristle at the newfound embrace of this concept, insisting that it takes the edge off

racism. I find the concept helpful as I encourage people to think about the spectrum of racism

and reckon with the totality of racism in all its forms. Sure, we might diminish the impact of

microaggressions by labeling them “micro,” but there is also a risk that we might overindex on a

singular manifestation of racism (as many have with unconscious bias and extreme, overt acts

of racism) and forget that racism, like the self, contains multitudes.Often referred to as “death

by a thousand cuts,” the harm caused by microaggressions can be just as psychologically and

physiologically damaging as experiences of overt racism. For me it meant spending years

damaging my hair to straighten it with heat and relaxers. But in other cases, the consequences

can be far more serious. Racial microaggressions have been linked to suicidal ideation,

depression, elevated risk of heart disease, diabetes, hypertension, and infectious

disease.UNCONSCIOUS BIASUnconscious bias refers to the bias that we all hold, informed by

social stereotypes, about various identity groups. These biases unconsciously manifest in

discriminatory behavior as our brains take cognitive shortcuts.Nothing gets under my skin like

a conversation about unconscious bias. I really fucking hate it. I have a whole unconscious bias

rant. I won’t write it out in full here, because I want you to learn and not just bathe in my rage.

But the short version is that unconscious bias is the easy way out. It’s bias without culpability.

Ahistorical bias. Bias that we all have and need to look deep in our hearts to fix (but not really

do anything else about). Ninety percent of the time, a conversation about unconscious bias

really needs to be a conversation about something else—usually racism.When we attribute

racism to unconscious bias, we alleviate the personal responsibility of those who hold it,

maintain focus on the intent of the person holding the bias, and fail to acknowledge the role of

power in perpetuating bias. And there’s no way to combat unconscious bias other than to

increase our awareness of it. Unfortunately, the concept has received disproportionate

attention over the past few years, entering the popular lexicon and often serving as a catchall

term for all kinds of discrimination. People often say “unconscious bias” when what they really

mean is interpersonal bias or interpersonal racism. It helps soften the blow—which is another

thing we won’t be doing here.That said, the term does still serve a purpose, and I would be

remiss not to include it here. The unconscious bias framework is useful in that it takes the

taboo away from having bias, making it easier to start conversations about bias with less

defensiveness. The framework also offers the opportunity to discuss interesting cognitive



biases that are influenced by racist beliefs. For example, we can hold stereotypes, blanket

beliefs about people because of their identity. We can have competency bias, which is the

assumption that some groups of people are more competent than others, or leniency bias,

which is the willingness to give certain people the benefit of the doubt while expecting more

from others. Naming these specific kinds of cognitive biases can help us as bystanders

recognize them when they do occur, and help us catch ourselves when we may be

perpetrating them.INTERPERSONAL RACISMInterpersonal racism refers to the racist

interactions that occur between people because of an individual’s racist beliefs, biases,

assumptions, or actions.Interpersonal racism encompasses a spectrum of behavior. It can be

overt or subtle. It can be conscious or unconscious. It can take the form of microaggressions or

just plain aggression. It can happen with just one other person or with a group of people.At

work, interpersonal racism can manifest as outright harassment; rude and derogatory behavior;

offensive jokes or comments; distancing and social exclusion; habitual failure to make eye

contact or smile; ignoring or talking over colleagues; blocking opportunities for hire, promotion,

or advancement; or relegating an employee to menial tasks.Bias and racism are not the same

thing. A bias refers to a preferential or an adverse response to a person as a result of aspects

of their identity, including but not limited to their race. Racism refers to the personal belief that

some races are superior to others. Bias can be about a lot of things—race, gender identity,

disability, age, socioeconomic background. Racism is just about race.STRUCTURAL

RACISMStructural racism refers to the system of policies, cultural practices, institutions, and

ideologies that work together to create and reinforce racism. Structural racism endures over

time regardless of individual action or intent. These policies, practices, and institutions may on

their face appear to be neutral, but in practice result in worse outcomes for marginalized

people of color. Examples of structural racism include differential public-school funding,

redlining and residential segregation, and the school-to-prison pipeline.Structural racism also

manifests in the workplace. Hiring practices like in-network hiring and referrals introduce and

solidify racial disparities. A preference for a strong “culture fit” tends to disproportionately

impact those from underrepresented racial groups, who may be seen as outsiders. And in

many places, a glass ceiling exists for Black and Brown people, who are kept out of positions

of leadership.The workplace has been historically racist—racially segregated, racially

segmented, and racially biased. Access to certain types of work has been considered a

privilege, and relegation to other, less prestigious types of work has to be justified through

racist beliefs about non-White groups’ worth as human beings. In the history of the United

States, Black people were enslaved and White people were anything but. White women were

housewives, and women of color were used for domestic labor and childcare. Even today,

doctors, engineers, and scientists are stereotyped as White and South or East Asian. The C-

suite is White; administrative staff and janitorial services aren’t.
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